We use three-dimensional distributions of classical Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) to model the stellar density distribution of a young and old stellar population in that galaxy. We use these models to estimate the microlensing self-lensing optical depth to the SMC, which is in excellent agreement with the observations. Our models are consistent with the total stellar mass of the SMC of about 1.0 × 10 9 M under the assumption that all microlensing events toward this galaxy are caused by self-lensing. We also calculate the expected event rates and estimate that future large-scale surveys, like the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), will be able to detect up to a few dozen microlensing events in the SMC annually. If the planet frequency in the SMC is similar to that in the Milky Way, a few extragalactic planets can be detected over the course of the LSST survey, provided significant changes in the SMC observing strategy are devised. A relatively small investment of LSST resources can give us a unique probe of the population of extragalactic exoplanets.
INTRODUCTION
Since the detection of the first exoplanets (Wolszczan & Frail 1992; Mayor & Queloz 1995) over 20 years ago, there is growing evidence that exoplanets are ubiquitous in the Milky Way (e.g., Cassan et al. 2012; Howard et al. 2012; Mayor et al. 2011; Anglada-Escudé et al. 2016 ). However, most of the known extrasolar planets are found in the solar "neighborhood" within ∼ 1 kpc of the Sun, and current empirical constraints on the planet abundance in different environments are weak (e.g., Penny et al. 2016) . The fundamental cause of this bias toward nearby exoplanets is the fact that most planet-detection techniques rely on the detection of the host light. Since the gravitational microlensing signal does not depend on the brightness of the host, it is one of the techniques that are sensitive to distant planets, both in the Galactic disk and bulge (Mao & Paczynski 1991; Gould & Loeb 1992) .
The detection of extragalactic exoplanets is currently even more challenging. Exploring the ideas of Covone et al. (2000) and Baltz & Gondolo (2001) , Ingrosso et al. (2009) discussed the possibility of detecting extrasolar planets in M31 using microlensing. Because individual source stars in M31 cannot be resolved by groundbased telescopes, only the brightest sources (i.e., giants) can give rise to detectable microlensing events. Ingrosso et al. (2009) found that, owing to a large angular size of sources, the planetary signal in the majority of events would be "blurred" by the finite-source effects. They estimated that planetary deviations can be discovered only in a few percent of detectable events. Pixel lensing surveys of M31 discover only a few events annually (Calchi Novati et al. 2005; de Jong et al. 2006) . On the other hand, it has been shown that the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST)-like survey has the potential to discover transits of Jupiter-sized planets in the Magellanic Clouds Jacklin et al. 2015) . It would † Corresponding author: pmroz@astrouw.edu.pl be nearly impossible, however, to confirm such planets with radial velocities, even with future 30 m class telescopes.
The Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) has been the target of microlensing surveys since the 1990s, when -following the idea proposed by Paczynski (1986) -three groups (OGLE: Udalski et al. 1993; MACHO: Alcock et al. 1993; EROS: Aubourg et al. 1993 ) began the search for dark matter in the form of massive compact halo objects (MACHOs).
The most recent results from EROS (Tisserand et al. 2007 ), OGLE-II (Wyrzykowski et al. 2009 (Wyrzykowski et al. , 2010 , and OGLE-III (Wyrzykowski et al. 2011a,b) provide strong upper limits on the MACHO content in the Milky Way halo: less than 9% of the halo is formed of MACHOs with mass below 1 M (the limit is even stronger for lower masses). On the other hand, current microlensing results cannot exclude MACHOs more massive than several M . Wyrzykowski et al. (2010 Wyrzykowski et al. ( , 2011b and τ O−III = (1.30 ± 1.01) × 10 −7 toward the SMC in the OGLE-II and OGLE-III fields, respectively.
Only five bona fide microlensing events in the SMC have been reported so far, and most (if not all) of them are believed to be due to self-lensing, meaning that both the lens and the source belong to the SMC (Sahu 1994) . One event, OGLE-2005-SMC-001, can be likely attributed to a halo lens, although the SMC lenses were not definitively ruled out (Dong et al. 2007 ). The microlensing optical depth and event rate in the SMC are larger than in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), because the former is elongated nearly along the line of sight.
Various authors calculated the SMC self-lensing optical depth, usually based on simple analytical approximations of the number density of stars. Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (1998) and Sahu & Sahu (1998) Optical depth and event rates scale with the total stellar mass of the SMC M * as (M * /10 9 M ). Parameters are averaged over sources brighter than I = 21 (OGLE), r = 24.7 (LSST), or all sources. Wyrzykowski et al. (2010) the range (1.0 − 5.0) × 10 −7 . Graff & Gardiner (1999) , using N -body simulations of the SMC, found a lower value of 0.4 × 10 −7 . In the recent work by Calchi Novati et al. (2013) , the average optical depth of 0.81×10 −7 and 0.39 × 10 −7 was found, toward OGLE-II and OGLE-III fields, respectively. However, the SMC has an irregular structure, which is difficult to model with analytic approximations (see Section 2). In this paper, we use three-dimensional distributions of classical Cepheids (Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka et al. 2016) and RR Lyrae stars (Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka et al. 2017), based on new observational results from the OGLE survey (Soszyński et al. 2015 (Soszyński et al. , 2016 , to model the density distribution of the SMC and calculate the self-lensing optical depth and event rates (Section 3). We also estimate the total stellar mass of the SMC. We show that the LSST-like survey of the SMC is able to discover 20 − 30 microlensing events annually, some of which should have planetary anomalies, provided that significant changes of the observing strategy are devised (Section 4).
MODEL

Structure
We assume that the stellar density distribution is the sum of two components: a young population, which follows the spatial distribution of classical Cepheids, and an old population, tracing the three-dimensional distribution of RR Lyrae stars. Both classical Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars are standard candles and have been recently used to map the structure of the SMC (JacyszynDobrzeniecka et al. 2016 (JacyszynDobrzeniecka et al. , 2017 Ripepi et al. 2017; Deb 2017; Muraveva et al. 2018 and references therein).
Classical Cepheids form a non-planar, extended structure. The galaxy is stretched to nearly 20 kpc and elongated almost along the line of sight (JacyszynDobrzeniecka et al. 2016; Scowcroft et al. 2016) . The shape of the young population is not regular and can be best described as an extended ellipsoid with additional substructures.
RR Lyrae stars follow much more regular distribution without any substructures and asymmetries. The spatial distribution of the old population can be approximated as a triaxial ellipsoid with mean axis ratios 1:1.10:2.13, also elongated along the line of sight (Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka et al. 2017 ; see also Deb 2017; Muraveva et al. 2018) .
We approximate both distributions using a Gaussian mixture model, which is the sum of Gaussian distributions with unknown parameters and weights. The model fitting is performed with the expectation-maximization algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) . For both young and old population, we use 32 Gaussian components, which accurately describe the spatial structure of both Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars. We assume, following Bekki & Chiba (2009) and Calchi Novati et al. (2013) , that the young population comprises 40% of the total stellar mass of the galaxy.
The microlensing optical depth is directly proportional to the total stellar mass of the SMC, which is not well constrained. Following Bekki & Chiba (2009) and Calchi Novati et al. (2013) , we assume M * = 1.0 × 10 9 M throughout the paper, but one should keep in mind that all derived optical depths scale as (M * /10 9 M ). We find that M * = 1.0 × 10 9 M reproduces well the observed microlensing optical depth toward the OGLE fields, providing an independent estimate of the stellar mass of the SMC. Stanimirović et al. (2004) report the total stellar mass of 1.8 × 10
9 M (within a radius of 3 kpc), but van der Marel et al. (2009), based on the analysis of the same data set, claim a total stellar mass of only ∼ 0.31 × 10 9 M .
Kinematics
The kinematics of the SMC is not well measured (van der Marel et al. 2009 ). The mean systemic velocity of the SMC is 230 km/s in the east direction and 330 km/s in the south direction (Kallivayalil et al. 2013) relative to the Sun, based on the multi-epoch data from the Hubble Space Telescope. This is consistent with a recent analysis based on Gaia data release 1 (van der Marel & Sahlmann 2016). The old and intermediate stellar populations do not show any evidence for systematic rotation. For example, Harris & Zaritsky (2006) found that velocities of red giant stars are randomly distributed without large velocity gradients (with a dispersion of 27.5 ± 0.5 km/s). Velocities of young stars (Evans & Howarth 2008) show some evidence of systematic rotation (with a gradient of 26.3 ± 1.6 km/s/deg). However, the direction of the maximum velocity gradient found by Evans & Howarth (2008) is different from that measured from H I observations (Stanimirović et al. 2004) .
For the old population we assume a Gaussian distribution of velocity components with dispersions of 30 km/s in both directions (N and W). Because the kinematics of the young population is not well known, we consider two models. In the "slow model" we assign random velocities from the Gaussian distribution with the dispersion of 30 km/s (without rotation). In the "fast model" we introduce the rotation around the axis ω = (sin PA, cos PA, 0), which is perpendicular to the direction of the maximum radial velocity gradient found by Evans & Howarth (2008) and to the line-of-sight direction. The Cartesian coordinate system has the origin in the center of the mass of young population and its versors are defined as in Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka et al. (2016) . Here, PA = 126
• is the position angle of the maximum velocity gradient line from Evans & Howarth (2008) . We assume that the rotation velocity is increasing linearly up to 60 km/s with a turnover radius at 3 kpc and we add random components with the dispersion of 30 km/s (Stanimirović et al. 2004; Evans & Howarth 2008 ). 
Initial Mass Function and Isochrones
We assume a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function with slopes 0.3 for brown dwarfs (0.01 < M/M < 0.08), 1.3 for low-mass stars (0.08 < M/M < 0.5), and 2.3 for high-mass stars (0.5 < M/M < 150). Brown dwarfs constitute 37% of all objects (about 5% of the total stellar mass). The mean mass is 0.38 M , and so the number of stars in our fiducial model is 0.63M * /0.38 = 1.66 × 10 9 . Masses of stellar remnants are calculated following the approach of Gould (2000) and prescriptions of Mróz et al. (2017) .
To estimate the number of sources that could be monitored by a given survey, we generated theoretical isochrones for 200 Myr (young population) and 10 Gyr (old population) for the SMC metallicity (Z = 0.004) using PARSEC-COLIBRI models (Marigo et al. 2017) . We assume the foreground reddening of E(V − I) = 0.04 (Haschke et al. 2011) .
MICROLENSING PREDICTIONS
Optical Depth
The microlensing optical depth toward a given source located at a distance D S is (Kiraga & Paczynski 1994) 
Here, D L is the distance to the lens and ρ L is the density of lenses. In theory, the optical depth depends only on the mass distribution and is independent of other model assumptions (mass function, kinematics). As we show below, however, the optical depth depends also on the limiting magnitude of the survey, and thus on the starformation history and the mass function of the SMC. We evaluate the mean optical depth τ by drawing random sources from our fiducial model and averaging τ over all sources. The resulting optical depth map in the equalarea Hammer projection is shown in Fig. 1 . We do not take into account the microlensing by the Galactic halo objects and we neglect the contribution of nearby Galactic disk lenses. As shown by Calchi Novati et al. (2013) , the expected signal from disk lenses is 10 − 20 times smaller than the SMC self-lensing signal.
The optical depth in our model (Table 1) is in excellent agreement with OGLE-II and OGLE-III results (Wyrzykowski et al. 2010 (Wyrzykowski et al. , 2011b (based on three events). We would like to point out that Wyrzykowski et al. (2010 Wyrzykowski et al. ( , 2011b ) measured the optical depth averaged over sources brighter than I = 21, which constitute 2.7% of young stars and only 0.2% of old stars. The optical depth in our model, averaged over sources brighter than I = 21, is τ O-II = 1.57 × 10 −7
and τ O-III = 1.19 × 10 −7 for the total stellar mass of M * = 1.0×10 9 M , in excellent agreement with observations. The optical depth in the same fields, but averaged over all sources, is 0.76 − 0.87 times smaller. However, models are not well constrained by empirical estimates, which are based on a small statistics, and there are some arguments that at least one of the SMC events is not due to self-lensing (Dong et al. 2007; Calchi Novati et al. 2013) . The analysis of new observations from the OGLE-IV survey should provide us with stronger constraints. The optical depth to self-lensing in OGLE fields in our models is a factor of 2 − 3 larger than the numbers calculated by Calchi Novati et al. (2013) for the same stellar mass of the SMC, likely because we averaged τ over "bright" sources and the observed lineof-sight length of the SMC is larger than that adopted in analytical models by Calchi Novati et al. (2013) .
Event Rate
The differential event rate toward a given source is (Batista et al. 2011; Clanton & Gaudi 2014) 
where
is the physical Einstein radius, M L is the lens mass, n(D L ) is the local number density of lenses, v rel = |µ|D L is the lens-source relative velocity, f (µ) is the two-dimensional probability density for a given lens-source relative proper motion µ, and g(M L ) is the mass function. The total event rate can be obtained by integrating Eq. (2) and averaging over all sources. Eq. (2) can also be used for generating a random ensemble of microlensing events from our model. The procedure is described meticulously by Clanton & Gaudi (2014) . In short: (1) We draw a random source located at distance D S and equatorial coordinates (α, δ) from our fiducial distribution. (2) We draw a random lens at distance D L from the range [0,
We assign random velocities of the lens and the source from Gaussian distributions and calculate the relative velocity v rel . (4) We draw a random lens mass M L from the mass function (taking into account stellar remnants). Mass functions of young and old stellar populations are slightly different, but this effect has negligible impact on the calculated timescales. (5) We evaluate the Einstein radius R E and the event timescale t E = R E /v rel . For each event we assign a weight w = R E v rel . We then estimate the mean timescale from t E = w i t E,i / w i . The mean event rate is simply
Contrary to the optical depth, the event rate depends on the mass function of lenses and their kinematics. Fig. 2 shows the predicted map of the event rate in the "fast model." The mean event timescale in our models ( t E = 109 days in the slow model and t E = 92 days in the fast model) is similar to that found by Calchi Novati et al. (2013) , although slightly longer than the mean timescales of events (67±36 days) found by Wyrzykowski et al. (2010 Wyrzykowski et al. ( , 2011b . Fig. 3 shows the distribution of event timescales in fast and slow models. On average, timescales are ∼ 3 times longer than those observed toward the Galactic bulge. The mean angular Einstein radius in the "fast" model is equal to 60 µas (with a 68% confidence interval of 24 − 96 µas). Since the typical angular radius of the solar-like main-sequence sources in the SMC is ∼ 0.07 µas, the finite-source effect does not reduce the planet sensitivity (Ingrosso et al. 2009 ).
CAN GRAVITATIONAL MICROLENSING DETECT EXOPLANETS IN THE SMC?
The upcoming Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), as we show below, has the potential to observe 20 − 30 microlensing events in the SMC annually. However, the microlensing experiment would require significant changes to the default observing strategy to detect and characterize exoplanets in the SMC. The telescope will have a field of view of 9.6 deg 2 (which is sufficient to cover the central regions of the SMC with only a single LSST field) and will be able to detect objects as faint as r = 24.7 (AB magnitudes) in a single-visit image (see LSST Science Book; LSST Science Collaboration 2009). The survey is expected to last ten years.
To estimate the number of sources that could be monitored by the LSST, we generated theoretical isochrones (see Section 2.3). The LSST is expected to register sources brighter than r = 24.7 (absolute magnitude of 5.8), i.e., in the mass range [0.72, 0.93] M (old population) and [0.78, 3.76] M (young population). Such stars comprise 7.2% of all stars in the SMC. This fraction is slightly smaller in g and i bands (given limiting magnitudes of g = 25.0 and i = 24.0; LSST Science Collaboration 2009). The expected observed event rate is simply the product of the mean event rate Γ and the number of observable sources. It ranges from 20 to 26 per year, for "slow" and "fast" models, respectively.
The average number of epochs (∼ 1000 over 10 years in all filters) in LSST fields is not sufficient to detect ongoing microlensing events and planetary anomalies. However, some fields are planned to be observed with a much higher cadence. We propose that one such high-cadence field should cover the central regions of the SMC. We also propose to observe this field, ideally, in single filter (r) each night, which is sufficient to trigger dense follow-up observations. However, such strategy requires an efficient system of real-time detections (Udalski et al. 1994 ) and rapid-response follow-up telescopes. Highmagnification events, which are very sensitive to planets (Griest & Safizadeh 1998) , can be followed up with smaller telescopes. The number of magnified events at any moment of time is small enough to warrant relatively small telescope-time demand. High-cadence observations also make it possible to remove virtually all false positives, like dwarf novae or background supernovae.
Another possible strategy is to observe the SMC field every 1 − 2 hr, which is sufficient to cover short-timescale planetary anomalies. Such an approach is adopted by current microlensing surveys of the Galactic bulge and allows discovering and characterizing planetary anomalies without the need of targeted follow-up observations. If neither of the above proposed strategies is adopted, a significantly smaller number of SMC events would be discovered. We estimate that over 80% of the SMC events could be detected in real-time (meaning that at least three consecutive data points deviate 3σ above the baseline before an event peaks) for a 1 day survey cadence. This number drops dramatically for lower cadence, for example, less than 30% of events could be detected in real-time if observations are conducted every 20 days.
How many planetary events are expected? Shvartzvald et al. (2016) conducted a "second generation" microlensing survey for extrasolar planets toward the Galactic bulge based on observations from OGLE, MOA, and Wise. They found that over 12% of analyzed events showed deviations from single-lens microlensing, and in about one-third of those the anomaly was likely caused by a planet. Most probably, LSST observations of the SMC will not be able to achieve a 4% success rate, unless high-cadence follow-up is conducted. Shvartzvald et al. (2016) used nearly continuous observations of the Galactic bulge, while the SMC can be observed at most ∼ 7 hr each night (above airmass 1.6). On the other hand, microlensing events in the SMC are on average three times longer than events observed toward the Galactic bulge, making the planetary deviations also longer.
If we assume that 1-2% of SMC events have planetary anomalies (and take into account that the SMC can be observed during ∼ 2/3 of a year), then the expected rate of planet detections is 0.1 − 0.5 yr −1 . A few extragalactic planets should be detected over the course of the LSST (or similar) survey. Besides detecting the microlensing events, high-cadence observations of the SMC can provide the opportunity to study the stellar variability on all timescales, stellar populations, star-formation and chemical abundance history of the SMC (Szkody et al. 2011) , or detect planetary transit candidates Jacklin et al. 2015) . We note that the SMC is better target for microlensing survey than the LMC because the former is elongated along the line of sight. The two galaxies do not differ that much as transit survey targets.
